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As the old saying goes, it takes a village to raise a child, and that proves true
in Mississippi’s schools. Student success requires the collaboration of multiple
groups, and that is what is highlighted throughout this issue. In one story,
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stakeholders come together in meetings across the state as part of a listening

MANAGING EDITOR

tour that explained and received feedback on the Every Student Succeeds

Emile Creel

Act (p. 22). The tour offered a time for parents, teachers, administrators,
Mississippi Department of Education officials, and the community to meet
and discuss issues facing schools in regards to the new legislation.
Multiple groups are also working together to empower teachers with
training and resources. Coaches across the state are training teachers with
the most inventive techniques for students to reach grade-level reading.
Multiple schools are incorporating creative practices to encourage reading,
including what you see on the cover photo of this issue (p. 6). Other groups are
teaming with universities across the state to train math teachers in grades
K-8 (p. 16). In these partnerships, teachers are exposed to experts from the
field and seasoned teachers. Both of these stories highlight the continuing
theme of support for teachers and students to succeed.
In this issue you will find feature stories on students from pre-K through
high school. Early learning collaboratives are providing access to preschool
to hundreds of children who did not have the opportunity before (p. 26),
preparing Mississippi children to meet standards in elementary school and
beyond. Additionally, this issue highlights districts that are part of a project
of innovation that allows them to approach the classroom in unique ways
(p. 12).
Scattered throughout the issue are highlights of the achievements and
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journeys of students and teachers, like two elementary students and their
teachers who visited the White House (p. 25) and a group of high schoolers
from West Lauderdale who traveled down the Mississippi Sound (p. 10).

ON THE COVER

Additionally, we spotlight a high school senior (p. 32) and a first-year teacher
(p. 33). A list of technologies to aid students with disabilities (p. 20) and a
look inside a classroom at Golden Triangle Early College High School (p. 34)
demonstrate the innovations at work in Mississippi's schools.
I hope after reading this issue you’ll appreciate the many ways our schools,
teachers, and students are making great progress and succeeding. Perhaps
you’ll consider becoming part of our village by promoting our schools and
sharing this issue.

Quitman Upper Elementary teacher Elizabeth
Fisher and students Logan Reece, Julianna Mayo,
and Dontavious Land celebrate the 2016 One
Book, One District Community Read.
Read more on page 6.

Kim S. Benton, EdD
Chief Academic Officer
Mississippi Department of Education
School Focus
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ACT SCORES INCREASE FOR
MISSISSIPPI HIGH SCHOOL JUNIORS

2015-2016

2014-2015

11%

Average ACT composite
score increased from

17.6

of high school juniors
met benchmark scores
in all ACT-tested areas
in 2015-2016, up from

in 2014-2015 to

9%

18.3

the previous year.

in 2015-2016.

29,852

Composite scores
include scores for all
four subject areas:
English, math, reading,
and science.

juniors took the
ACT in 2015-2016.

A benchmark score is the minimum score on an ACT subject-area test required to indicate
a 50% chance of earning a B or higher (or 75% chance of obtaining a C or higher) in the
corresponding credit-bearing college course.
COLLEGE COURSE/COURSE AREA

ACT TEST AREA

BENCHMARK SCORE

English Composition

English

18

Algebra

Math

22

Social Sciences

Reading

22

Biology

Science

23

Winter 2017
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GAME

Changers

82 Literacy Coaches Take the Field to Support
Literacy-Based Promotion Act

Quitman Upper Elementary staff and students dress as their favorite characters from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.
School Focus
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Alexis Nordin

C

Education and Reading, which
recruits and trains literacy coaches

oaches sometimes say that

for Mississippi’s K-3 schools. Using two

the best defense is a good

years of statewide literacy assessment

offense. If the strategy

data, the MDE rank orders schools, and

works with sports, why not reading?
When it comes to students
winning at the game of life, perhaps

those with the highest percentage of
students scoring below proficiency are
the first to receive literacy coaches.

nowhere are the stakes higher than

The list of schools receiving literacy

in kindergarten through third-grade

support is released annually by the

classrooms. The Annie E. Casey

MDE. The number of schools supported

Foundation reported that children who

depends on several factors, including

cannot read proficiently upon entering

annually appropriated funding and

fourth grade are four times likelier to

some schools’ need for long-term

drop out of high school. In 2013, the

support.

Foundation identified literacy as a key
factor for ending intergenerational
poverty.

The coaches themselves are the
most limited resource, according to
Kymyona Burk, state literacy director

With Mississippi’s passage of the

for the MDE: “We want to make sure

Literacy-Based Promotion Act (LBPA)

that we hire quality coaches—not just

in 2013, the Mississippi Department

coaches who are knowledgeable, but

of Education (MDE) committed to

also coaches who are able to build

providing teachers with the coaching

relationships, get along well with

they need to help struggling children

other teachers, and provide the type

discover the joy of reading.

of feedback that prompts teachers to

TACKLING
TOUGH LITERACY
CHALLENGES

f

change their instruction.”
Eighty-two literacy coaches are
supporting 171 schools in the 20162017 school year. Fifteen are regional

Under the LBPA, third-grade

coordinators who support one school

students who score in the lowest

and provide guidance to other coaches.

achievement level on the statewide

Each literacy coach is assigned two

Mississippi Assessment Program

full-time schools, which they visit two

assessment are retained.

to three days every week throughout

Quitman Junior High School Assistant
Principal Bill Russell and District
Superintendent Donna Boone put their
own spin on dressing as Willy Wonka for
Quitman School District’s One Book, One
District Community Read program.
The literacy coaches commit to
working with schools as long as
necessary to get students back on
track. “We want to stay in the schools
until we feel like they are able to
sustain [improvement] without us
being there, for as long as the funding
allows,” Burk stated.
Unsurprisingly, literacy coaches are
in high demand, even among schools
with students performing well on
literacy assessments.

Since 2014-2015, when the so-called

the school year. Some also visit a third

“We get calls all the time from

“Third Grade Gate” was implemented,

“limited support” school, which is

schools [requesting coaches],” Burk

the state has held steady at 92% of

already showing improvement, once a

said.

third graders passing the assessment.

month.

NORTH-CENTRAL REGION:

By 2018-2019, however, third graders

The literacy coaches work in a

must score above the lowest two levels

supporting, rather than a starring, role.

on the assessment in order to move to

Their job is to offer teachers immediate

the next grade.

second-year literacy coach with two

feedback and support, not evaluate or

full-time and one limited-support

criticize them.

school. Prior to becoming a literacy

In response to the LBPA, the MDE
created the Office of Elementary
Winter 2017
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Kimberly Jenkins of Baldwyn is a

coach, Jenkins taught for 23 years.
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Watching her daughter graduate
with an education degree pushed
Jenkins into coaching: “I saw first- and
second-year teachers come in and
struggle, and I thought to myself, ‘You
know, I could help those teachers.’ I
would love to know that somebody
was helping [my daughter] the way
that I thought I could help those new
teachers.”
Jenkins supports not only new
teachers but also the veterans who are
implementing new strategies and best
practices, such as learning centers and
anchor charts.
“Our practices are all fairly easy to
start on with the teachers,” explained
Jenkins. “When they grab ownership
of those practices, we are just there to
reinforce them and keep them up and
running.”
Some of Jenkins’s toughest days have
become her most rewarding memories.
Recalling a teacher training she led last
year, Jenkins noted, “I left there feeling
like I had just overwhelmed these
teachers. Teaching is such a tough
profession. I just wanted to make it
better for them, and I left thinking, ‘Oh,
maybe I didn’t make it better.’”
But by the time Jenkins walked
in the door on Monday, she saw her
strategies implemented by excited
teachers: “I had one teacher tell me, ‘I
stayed last night so that I could have
everything up and ready to go when I

came in the door.’ That is probably one

SOUTHEAST REGION:

of my best moments.”

Jennifer West and
Kimberly Gardner

CENTRAL-DELTA REGION:

Rebecca Rodgers
Rebecca Rodgers of Pelahatchie, also
a second-year literacy coach, draws on
her 15 years of teaching experience
while splitting her time between two
schools. She enjoys swapping ideas
with fellow educators while traveling

Jennifer West of Soso is now in her
third year as an MDE literacy coach.
She has 14 years of prior experience
as a speech pathologist and literacy
coach. She currently coaches two fulltime schools and one limited-support
school.
West’s

the state.
“You just never know every day
what you’re going to learn or what
you’re going to talk about,” Rodgers
said .
Rodgers works shoulder to shoulder
with teachers and says her job includes
making teachers feel valued: “I think
somehow, somewhere, people forget
how important that teacher is and how
hard she’s working, sometimes under
very, very difficult circumstances.”
Sometimes all a teacher needs to
turn around a classroom is a little
friendly support. Rodgers remembers
spending several days cleaning out
and reorganizing one grateful teacher’s
classroom: “I had spray-painted box
tops [for interest centers]. I walked
in, and there were the blue box tops
and the red box tops and the pink
box tops—all laid out. And standing

regional

coordinator,

Kimberly Gardner of Meridian, taught
for 12 years and served as an MDE
literacy coach in 2013-2014 before
becoming a coordinator in 20142015. Gardner supports one school
and provides guidance to five literacy
coaches.
Having an unfamiliar person visiting
a school two to three days every
week can be intimidating. West says
that helping the administrators and
teachers at one school accomplish
small goals on their way to meeting
larger ones has helped them all bond.
“I’m a literacy coach coming into
their building,” said West. “They didn’t
hire me to come in, but they accepted
me there, and they appreciate my being
there. Even though improving literacy
is hard, everyone’s working together.”
Meanwhile,

Gardner

enjoys

right in the middle was that teacher,

witnessing how much progress the

smiling from ear to ear, waiting for me.

state’s schools are making.

I thought, ‘This is a moment.’”

“When we first started this initiative,
we weren’t really sure what it would

“

I hope that I’m making a difference. That is the goal I strive
for every day when I go into schools. I want to make a
difference, and I want to help.”
—Kimberly Jenkins, MDE literacy coach

School Focus
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Top left: Jennifer West enjoys a sense of supportive, shared community while working
with teachers in professional learning communities.
Top right: Community members, including a pastry chef from Chicago, served as
judges for the high school culinary arts students’ chocolate-recipe contest.
Left: Quitman Upper Elementary student Adaveion Lacey reads Roald Dahl’s classic
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory as part of the district's 2016 One Book, One
District Community Read program.
the coaches in otherwise. “They are

worthwhile. Ultimately, the students

a professional development resource

are benefitting from it.”

for our teachers, and they are another
set of eyes to help us increase best
look like,” noted Gardner. “To see the
growth in the relationships that we’ve

practices in the classroom. I can’t say
enough about them.”

built with the teachers and the staff—

Boone’s strategy to fostering a

the capacity that we’ve built as far as

positive working relationship with the

extending what we’ve learned in our

literacy coaches has been folding them

teacher prep program and actually

in with her staff.

seeing that transfer in the classroom—
is very rewarding.”

“We don’t consider [the literacy
coaches] to be MDE employees,”

Quitman School District, which

explained Boone. “A lot of teachers

received its first two literacy coaches

have anxiety about having people from

from the MDE this year, falls within

outside [our school] in their rooms. We

Gardner’s region. One coach is assigned

didn’t want our teachers to think this

full time to Quitman’s pre-K -second-

was a punitive measure.”

grade building, which serves over 500

Gardner is proud of the progress

students. Another coach supports the

happening not only in Quitman, but

district’s third-grade students.

across the state: “[Coaching] is a lot of

“I’m very thankful for them,” said

hard work, but at the end of the day

Boone, who says the district’s budget

we can rest our head on the pillow

would not have allowed her to bring

knowing that the time spent has been

GOING FOR THE WIN
Mississippi’s literacy assessment
data from 2015-2016 support Gardner’s
optimism. Almost 78% of third graders
in the literacy-support schools passed
the statewide assessment on the first
attempt, compared to 87% of third
graders statewide. It is an improvement
over 2014-2015, when the literacysupport schools had a first-attempt
passing rate of 73%, compared to a
statewide rate just over 85%.
“Our literacy-support schools are
closing the gap when compared to
the other schools in the state,” said
Burk. “Our coaches and kindergarten
through third-grade teachers continue
to do a great job and are improving
literacy outcomes for Mississippi
students every day.”

For more information about the literacy coach initiative, please contact Kymyona Burk at
kymyona.burk@mdek12.org.
Winter 2017
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MISSISSIPPI SCHOOLS ANTICIPATE NEW
SCIENCE STANDARDS
The process to redesign and update Mississippi’s K-8 College- and
Career-Ready Standards for Science is well underway. During fall 2016, a
committee of over 40 educators from K-12 and IHLs tasked with revising
the standards met to discuss the last round of edits and expectations
for student achievement. The standards are now under Administrative
Procedure Act review and are available for public comment at
mississippi.statestandards.com. Once all feedback has been compiled,
the State Board of Education will meet to consider the standards for final
approval. This meeting is expected to take place in March 2017. Pending
approval, the standards will be piloted during the 2017-2018 school year,
and the tentative date for full implementation of the new science standards
is August 2018.
These science standards reflect many changes to the current framework
and are modeled after the innovative science standards created by Alabama,
South Carolina, and Massachusetts. The new Mississippi standards were also
adapted from the National Research Council’s Framework for K-12 Science
Education. Much like those in Alabama, South Carolina, and Massachusetts,
Mississippi’s new science standards take a hands-on approach to classroom
learning, with a focus on instruction that is student-guided and project-based.
These standards have been successfully implemented in the aforementioned
states thus far. During implementation, the Mississippi Department of
Education will provide comprehensive guidelines and resources to teachers
as they introduce the new standards in their classrooms.

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS SET SAIL TO
LEARN ABOUT RIVER LIFE
During a recent fall Saturday, West Lauderdale High School students, with the help of the University of Southern
Mississippi, traveled on the research vessel Jim Franks across the Mississippi Sound and up the Pascagoula River to collect
water samples and measure live specimens. Students from advanced placement classes in chemistry, physics, and biology
participated in the boating trip to learn how their area’s watershed, the Okatibbee/Chuncky, directly affects the Pascagoula
Watershed and River. Students prepared for the trip by studying water situations, pollution, and the effects of water on
animals and plants. Through the trip, students gained firsthand knowledge of these principles and saw how actions
upstream can directly affect the downstream environment. After the trip students shared what they learned with middle
school students and pledged to use refillable, instead of plastic, water bottles.
School Focus
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Exemplar Lesson Plans,
Parent Guides, and Training
Offered Through
KELLOGG GRANT FUNDING

The W. K. Kellogg Foundation has awarded the Mississippi Department of Education (MDE)
$500,000 for programs to advance educational attainments. The MDE will use this funding to provide
exemplar lesson plans, Family Guides for Student Success, and training for teachers and parents.
The resources will help prepare students to meet readiness standards and empower parents to
work with students and become involved in their child’s education. The guides and trainings offer
tips for using common household items to help children with their lessons and explain curriculum
standards. Training sessions for teachers were conducted in the fall of 2016, and parent training
sessions will begin in the spring of 2017. The exemplar lesson plans will be available on MDE's
website in the late spring.
“Parents are their child’s first teacher in life,” said Carey Wright, state superintendent of education.
“That responsibility doesn’t end when a child enters school. These guides were created to encourage
parents and children by reinforcing classroom activities at home and to build a strong partnership
with their teachers.”
Robin Lemonis, the director of student intervention services in the MDE Office of Elementary
Education and Reading, led the project to create the booklets for parents who want to help their
children reach learning goals and desire examples of how to best assist their children.
“Often parents do not understand the terminology and methodology associated with the standards
that their child is expected to learn in each individual grade,” explained Lemonis. “This project
stemmed from my desire to simplify the language used within the standards so parents could help
support their child’s learning. In addition, it provides teachers with an opportunity to communicate
the needs of the student and offers them a chance to model and share these simple strategies and
activities with parents.”

FIND THE GUIDES ONLINE AT

mdek12.org/ESE/Guides

Winter 2017
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DISTRICTS

Outside the Box

Three Approaches to an Innovative Model
Kristen Dechert

E

ver dream about doing things
differently in your school?
What if you could wipe the

slate clean or dramatically change “the
rules”? Three districts in Mississippi are
doing just that and reimagining what it
means to educate students. Designed
to allow districts some level of freedom,
recent legislation set forth a process by
which districts could apply for waivers
for certain state process standards.
Successful applicants receive the
District of Innovation (DOI) status.
“Districts are allowed to apply for
waivers for state-level standards and
regulations, but not from federal
rules,” explained Myra Pannell, senior
research associate at the Mississippi
State University Research and
Curriculum Unit (RCU) and a member
of the panel charged with reviewing
the applications.
To receive DOI status, districts must

Corinth Elementary School student Aniya Metcalf shows off a caterpillar made in art
rotation during intersession. Quimora Green and Jurnee Eaton create caterpillars
as well.

submit comprehensive five-year plans
addressing goals in several areas,

In the first year of the program,

“Others had good ideas, but their plans

including expanding opportunities

seven districts applied, but not all

just weren’t challenging and innovative

for low-achieving students, increasing

were approved. “Some districts were

enough to meet the requirements for

rigor, decreasing the number of

requesting waivers for requirements

this status. We provided comments to

graduates needing remediation, and

set at the local level by their local

all applicants and are hopeful some of

broadening curriculum choices and

school board, so we were not in the

them will resubmit with revised plans

learning opportunities.

position to approve those,” Pannell said.

in future years.”

School Focus
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especially in the upper grades when
Gulfport, Corinth, and Vicksburg

we sometimes start to see motivation

Warren school districts were named

slip, are reporting that the three-week

the state’s first DOIs, and each began

break is serving as a type of carrot for

implementing their plans in the 2016-

students. Many of them are working

2017 school year.

harder in those nine weeks than they
normally would to allow for more
freedom during that three-week time

Redesigned School Year and
Curriculum in Corinth

period.”

Through their work as part of the

For their recent three-week break,

Excellence for All pilot, a precursor to

over 500 students across grades

the DOI legislation, Corinth began in

K-12 participated in enrichment and

2011 to transition to the Cambridge

tutoring opportunities, Childress

International Examinations model,

reported.

f

Innovation plans
address these areas:
Innovative design
Accountability,
effectiveness, and
performance targets
Students
Funding
Staffing
Stakeholder
collaboration
Governance

an international curriculum and

Corinth, along with the Mississippi

assessment system known for its

Department of Education, is in the

academic rigor that prepares all

process of developing an innovative

students for college and careers. Seeing

accountability model that aligns

Waivers and exemptions
needed to implement
the plan successfully

success in this area under Excellence

to its Cambridge curriculum and

for All, Corinth decided to build upon

Timeline of activities

assessments

this work in its DOI plan.

introduced seven diploma options

and

has

already

Signed list of assurances

Often when people hear the word

for its high school students that

innovation, they think of classroom

incorporate the Cambridge model as

activities and programs, but Corinth

well. The district also received waivers

has focused much of its efforts on

allowing for nontraditional hires to

Gulfport also sought to expand

processes and logistical details.

teach certain science and career and

the opportunities and learning

Perhaps the most unconventional

technical education (CTE) courses

environments students have access to

Increased Options for Upper
Grades in Gulfport

change Corinth made was to alter

“For some of the courses we offer,

their school calendar. Rather than the

the traditional teacher might not

typical nine-month school year and

One of the major changes Gulfport

be the best fit for that option, so

three-month summer break, Corinth

has made is to compress three years of

we requested a waiver for certain

students now have a modified year-

core English, math, and science courses

licensure

that

round calendar that is nine weeks

typically taken 9th, 10th, and 11th

allowed us to employ nontraditional

on and three weeks off. During “off”

grades into year-long courses taken in

teachers…who can take on-the-job

periods, students are able to participate

9th and 10th grades only. In Gulfport,

or training experiences and provide

in enrichment opportunities, such as

all students take the ACT at the end

real-life application to students in

career exploration and special training;

of the 10th grade, and Mike Lindsey,

the classroom,” said Childress. “We’re

receive additional tutoring in a subject;

principal at Gulfport High, noted this

using these teachers in the advanced

or take time off altogether. Students

compressed core has multiple benefits.

biological sciences, in a biomedical

also receive a traditional break of six-

class through Project Lead the Way,

weeks in the summer.

and we have a former engineer

Corinth

Superintendent

Lee

Childress said the changes have

requirements

teaching our engineering and robotics
CTE course.”

“We did this to help students
prepare for the ACT the first time they
take it, but the other reason was to
provide opportunities for the 11th- and
12th-grade year to be more flexible and

motivated students: “Teachers,
Winter 2017

their last two years of high school.
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Kindergarten students at Corinth Elementary School made caterpillar headbands as part of their lesson on insects and the
great outdoors.
more responsive to the student and

programs to form a well-rounded yet

helping students plan for life after

what their postsecondary plans are,”

focused experience.

high school is to increase the relevance

Lindsey explained.

Some students also choose to enroll

during high school by addressing a

Some of those options include

in Gulfport’s middle-college program,

disconnect between course offerings

enrolling in one of three academic

which allows them to enroll full time

and students’ postgraduation paths.

institutes focused on a cluster of

at Mississippi Gulf Coast Community

“We found that a lot of students

careers and a middle college in

College while still being considered

were taking Allied Health in our CTE

which students are dually enrolled in

Gulfport High School students as

program, but many of them were not

community college and high school.

well. In the 11th and 12th grades, they

pursuing college majors or careers in

“Our counselors meet with our kids

take 15 hours of community college

the medical field,” said DeRossette.

individually, and with their parents, at

credit each year and also participate

“Then we also saw kids who wanted to

the end of 9th, 10th, and 11th grade, so

in courses and programs at Gulfport

be a veterinarian, pharmacist, or doctor

there’s a lot of counseling with the kids

High. The goal is for these students

going off to a four-year university and

as they’re moving up [through high

to receive both a high school diploma

saying they weren’t prepared for a

school],” said Lindsey. “In the meeting

and an associate of arts degree upon

premed major, so we needed an upper-

at the end of the 10th-grade year, that’s

graduation.

level science class to better prepare

when the student and parent pick
which institute they would like to be
involved with.”
All students enroll in either
the Health and Human Services;
Communication, Arts, and Design; or
Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics institute for their junior
and senior years, and all institutes
blend academic and CTE courses and
School Focus

those students.”

Increased Relevance in
Vicksburg-Warren

DeRossette noted that part of
Vicksburg Warren’s innovative plan is

“We don’t want our graduates to

to “reinvent local high schools to meet

have just a high school diploma. We

community needs.” One such need

want them to be able to do something

is helping to fill a staffing gap at the

with that high school diploma,” said

area’s largest employer, the U.S. Army

Lucy DeRossette, director of district

Corps of Engineers’ Engineer Research

innovations for the district.

and Development Center (ERDC).

For Vicksburg Warren, the key to
14

“We realized a couple of years ago

feature

that ERDC was spending hundreds of

all high school grades. Students meet

thousands of dollars a year to go out

daily for 30 minutes in groups of 25,

across the country and recruit people,

working through leadership and career-

and we had unemployed people right

exploration activities and building a

here,” DeRossette said. “So we’re

bond with a particular teacher over the

trying to connect those dots and put

course of four years.

Vicksburg residents to work in these

“Most of our dropouts happen

jobs to save ERDC that money and to

between ninth and 10th grade,” said

help our local economy.”

DeRossette. “When that child doesn’t

The school district is helping to

show up in 10th grade, that [advisory]

prepare future ERDC workers by adding

teacher is the first person to realize

an advanced engineering course for

and can call the parent and encourage

high school students and a junior

the student to come back to school

high academy focused on STEM and

because they built the relationship the

robotics. With these added options,

previous year…so that child doesn’t

students can be better prepared for

fall through the cracks.”

jobs immediately after high school or

Along with these comprehensive

for college coursework if they choose

changes to the approach of the junior

that path.

and high schools, the district is also

To further tie into relevance for all

implementing other changes that help

subjects, Vicksburg Warren is offering

support this new design, including a

students a comprehensive career focus.

leadership program in the early grades,

In the eighth grade, all students take

moving elementary teachers to high

Keystone, which is a career-exploration

school campuses to diversify teaching

course, and beginning in the ninth

strategies, and working with nearby

grade, they enroll in one of three career

Alcorn State University to fill teaching

academies: Architecture, Construction,

gaps.

f

Mechatronics, and Engineering;
Communication, Arts, and Business;
or Health and Human Services. In 10th
and 11th grades, students begin taking
CTE coursework in their academy, and
in the 12th grade, they participate in an
internship or complete a senior project
related to their career academy.

Whether compressing the core
academics to open up more elective
hours, like Gulfport; shifting to a
year-round model, like Corinth; or
better aligning local schools to local
jobs and industry, like Vicksburg
Warren; students are at the center

The district also is using its DOI plan

of the innovative plans, and they are

to focus on improving its graduation

benefitting from their leaders thinking

rate by adding an advisory class for

outside the box.

For more information about DOIs or how to apply for this status, please
visit rcu.msstate.edu/SchoolInnovations/ImpactLearning.
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Top: DJ Austin and Kimberlyn Barton
show off their Rokenbok rotation creations
that were provided to Corinth Elementary
and Corinth Middle schools during the
intersession to build STEM skills.
Middle: Students from Corinth schools
work with Rokenbok roatation creations.
Bottom: Brianna Patterson shows off
the Rokenbok machine she built during
intersession.
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University

PROGRAMS

BRING INTERACTION TO

K-8 CLASSROOMS

Math and Science Partnership Develops Teachers
Through Training and Resources
Emile Creel

C

"

lass, class,” said Kim Dodd,

design a variety of math programs for

as the class quickly echoed,

Mississippi teachers in grades K-8.

and real-world applicable.”
The focus of the MSP programs

“Yes, yes.” “Take out your

Each MSP program follows similar

is to prepare math teachers with

counters,” Dodd instructed, and the

guidelines and offers CEUs, stipends,

resources, training, and a network of

class began an interactive math lesson.

classroom visits, and lesson materials

support from peer teachers. During a

For their lesson, the third-grade

for the participants. The MSP project

summer training, participants learn

class used dominos, dry-erase markers,

also strongly encourages networking

from multiple instructors, many

and small objects as counters to

with other teachers through team-

of whom are former MSP-program

practice multiplication. This is just one

building

participants. Teachers then receive

of the many interactive lessons that

discussion boards.

activities

and

online

follow-up training over the fall and

Dodd integrates into her math lessons

“The MSP project is a unique

using what she learned at the Creating

opportunity that provides intense,

High Achievement in Mathematics and

rigorous, and aligned professional

Problem Solving (CHAMPS) program, a

development created and vetted by

Math and Science Partnership (MSP)

college faculty, successful classroom

program at the Mississippi University

teachers, and content area consultants,” the teachers and also provide them

for Women (MUW). CHAMPS and

explained Marla Davis, director of

with materials to take back to their

five similar programs across the

secondary curriculum and instruction

classrooms,” said Debbie Fancher,

state provide resources and training

spring semesters where they meet
with instructors again.

CHAMPS
“We strive to develop a rapport with

at the Mississippi Department of

CHAMPS instructor and a retired

for teachers to take back to their

Education (MDE). “Our university MSP

teacher. “We also focus on content

classrooms.

coordinators and their staff work hand-

and strategies that have been proven

in-hand on standards and assessment

to increase learning.”

The MSP is funded by the U.S.
Department

Education. Six

development at the state level, so

During their summer training, the

universities in Mississippi receive

they are familiar with the necessity of

current cohort of almost 70 CHAMPS

grant money through the initiative to

embedded supports that are aligned

participants learned from instructors

School Focus
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“My students think they’re just
playing games,” said Dodd. “They don’t
realize sometimes until we get to the
test what all these lessons have taught
them.”

MAT-PD
The MSP at Jackson State University
(JSU), Mathematics Advancement
through Professional Development
(MAT-PD), has a similar format to
CHAMPS. During JSU’s summer
intensive, experts in math spoke to
over 30 participants. These experts
came from prestigious universities,
including Cornell University and
University of California—Berkeley,
as well as businesses. Each expert
presented on a specific math topic.
“We have a goal each year to keep
getting better and better with the
programing we hold,” said Mehri
Fadavi, director of the MAT-PD program.
“The experts are so important because
they have experience in the field that
teachers can take back to classrooms.”

Photo by Kevin Hudson

IMPACT2 attendees participated in a math walk across MSU’s campus, stopping
outside the football stadium for a photo. Each stood in their home county.
who were past participants in the

learning,” said Reginald Forte, a fifth-

program. After summer training, the

grade teacher at Boyd Elementary in

teachers returned to their classrooms

Greenville and CHAMPS participant.

and received additional training “The speakers were quite exciting and
throughout the school year.
“The instructors have been in the

helped create an ambience of fun
while learning.”

Like the other MSP programs, JSU
offers Continuing Education Units
(CEU) to participants. Each program
varies in the number of CEUs that
participants earn; at JSU, teachers earn
12 CEUs by completing the program.
JSU also provides a loan library, where
they keep copies of all the resources
and lessons they have covered with

field as teachers, so who better to

Participants who complete all of

teachers, so former and current

understand and instruct our teachers

the MSP program requirements are

participants can borrow materials for

than other teachers?” said Sheila

eligible for a stipend, and attendees

their classrooms.

Westbrook, CHAMPS director. “They

receive sets of manipulatives used

know what lessons will apply and

during specific sessions. Dodd still uses

benefit our participants.”

the manipulatives she received, like

“The CHAMPS instructors offered

dominos and dry erase folders, in her

useful strategies and a plethora

third-grade class, and she now serve as

of materials to aid teaching and

an instructor for the program.

Winter 2017
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IMPACT2
Mississippi State University (MSU),
in conjuction with the MSU Extension
Service, welcomed around 30 teachers
to their MSP, In-Depth Mathematical
School Focus
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“We also focus on content and strategies
that have been proven to increase learning.”
- Debbie Fancher, CHAMPS instructor

Third graders work with dry-erase sheets in groups to
complete a multiplication activity.

Practices and Content Teacher

Third graders use small objects as counters to work out
multiplication problems.

the year. The video conferences allow

were based on K-8 material teachers

Training (IMPACT2), for the intensive

participants to continue their training

could pass on their students.

summer training. The IMPACT2

on their own schedule without

program continues throughout the

traveling back to MSU.

“We experienced this activity firsthand at a national conference in

year with video conferences, online

“We want to grow leaders, so

Boston,” said Lori Matzek, IMPACT2

discussion boards, and school visits.

that they go back to their districts

project coordinator. “We took a

They partner with organizations like

empowered and ready to lead others,” math walk across the city, seeing the

NASA and the Laser Interferometer

said Re-C Carter IMPACT2’s program

sites along the way, and we’ve had

Gravitational-Wave Observatory to

director. “That is why we require the

a participant lead a professional-

bring in experts from the field to

participants to lead a professional-

development session in her own

interact with participants. Additionally,

development session of their own.”

district by doing a Gulfport math walk.”

they integrate in other subjects so
that teachers in contained classrooms
have lessons that combine math with
science, social studies, and more.
After the summer sessions, partner
organizations record additional
sessions as video conferences for
participants to watch throughout
School Focus

During one of IMPACT2’s summer

Through activities like the math

training activities, teachers explored

walk and presentations from experts,

MSU’s campus while going on a math

IMPACT2 and other MSP programs

walk. Groups of teachers searched

not only offer interactive lessons to

across campus on a scavenger hunt

teachers, but also involve them in

with math-based clues and locations.

the action so that they can take their

Each clue was a math problem leading

experiences back to the classroom.

them to the next stop. The problems
18
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Dodd explains to students how they will use counters and dominos
for a multiplication lesson.
“IMPACT2 is different from other professional
teacher at Gulfport Elementary. “It provided me
with continual personal support through the

ALCORN STATE UNIVERSITY

development of an ongoing professional-learning

Braves Academy
alcorn.edu/academics/schools/ed-psych/world-class-teacher-academy

Administration Tower, Lorman, MS
June 19 - June 30

professors and experts in math.”
“All of our programs are built around providing
the best resources and professional-development
training for our teachers which enables them to
both encourage students and to contribute to

DELTA STATE UNIVERSITY

Delta Math and Science Partnership
deltastate.edu/college-of-education/delta-math-science-partnership-initiative

Ewing Building, Cleveland, MS
June 5 - June 16

student success in STEM,” said BoNita Harris,
MDE director of MSP. “Last year’s program

JACKSON STATE UNIVERSITY

provided professional-development training to

MAT-PD

approximately 250 teachers across the state of

jsums.edu/projectmast/mat-pd

Just Science Hall, Jackson, MS
June 5 - June 17

Mississippi.”
Other MSP programs in the state are located

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY

at the University of Mississippi, Alcorn State

IMPACT-2

University, and Delta State University. The

impact2.msucares.com

universities will first target regional school districts

Bost Building, Starkville, MS
June 19 - June 30

in 2017 but will be open to participants from across
the state as well.

MISSISSIPPI UNIVERSITY FOR WOMEN

CHAMPS

“Teachers who participate in one of our MSP

muw.edu/outreach/professional-learning/champs

programs develop lifelong relationships with their

MSMS Building, Columbus, MS
July 10 - July 21

cohort members, program staff, and instructional
tools that help them meet the needs of a wide

UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI

range of learners,” Davis said.

C4

To apply for any of the six MSP programs,
visit the programs’ websites listed on the right.
Applications are available January to April.
Winter 2017

Dodd’s class poses with a Go Noddle character after
finishing an interactive lesson with the visiting character.

MSP Locations and Summer
Conference Dates

development,” said Leslie Mullinex, a first-grade

community and almost instant feedback from the

f

sites.google.com/site/c4projectcmse

Jackson Avenue Center, Oxford, MS
July 10 - July 21
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TOP TECHNOLOGIES FOR

Special Education Classrooms
Gabrielle Barrientos

N

ow more than ever, apps and

useful for special education classrooms,

computer software programs

helping students organize their work and

can be easily integrated into

navigate literacy and numeracy tasks.

teaching to enhance student learning and

The following programs can assist special

bring an interactive component to the

education students to excel in reading,

classroom. Technology can be especially

writing, organizing, and comprehension.

• Draft:Builder:

This software breaks the writing process into three stages: outlining, note-

taking, and writing the first draft. It includes a talking spellchecker, a tool to help students create
bibliographies, and a speaking dictionary.

• SpeakIt!:

This speech synthesizer and Google Chrome

extension converts text into speech for online users. This
extension may be an especially helpful tool for students with
dyslexia, visual impairments, or ADHD.

• NaturalReader: This free software program converts text to
speech from PDFs, Microsoft Word documents, and the internet.
Users can adjust the speed of the voice that reads to them, a
helpful tool for students who struggle with reading, students
with vision loss, or students who are new to the English language.

• Intel Reader: This standalone, portable device can read written text from printed books or
magazines aloud to users. Additionally, it can play MP3s, DAISY books, text from computers, and
WAV music files.

• MyHomework:

This free app is especially useful

for students who struggle with concentration or
organization. The app allows students to keep track of
upcoming deadlines, including assignments, homework,
and tests.

• Talking calculators: These programs read numbers
and operations to users, which allows math students
to ensure they have entered the correct information
in the proper sequence and can be especially useful to
students with visual impairments or dyslexia.

School Focus
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MISSISSIPPI TEACHERS WIN HIGH HONOR
FOR STEM TEACHING
Lauren Zarandona from the Mississippi
School for Mathematics and Science in
Columbus and Karin Bowen of Brandon
Middle School in Brandon were awarded
the Presidential Award for Excellence in
Mathematics and Science Teaching (PAEMST)
on September 8, 2016, in Washington, D.C.
The PAEMST is the highest honor given
nationally to K-12 teachers in math and
science fields, including computer science.
After being nominated for this prestigious
award, teachers are required to fill out a
Lauren Zarandona

three-part application. Winners are selected
based on five dimensions of outstanding

Karin Bowen

teaching: mastery of subject material and age
appropriateness of content, use of instructional methods and strategies appropriate for students, effective use of student
assessments, reflective practice and lifelong learning strategies, and leadership in education outside of the classroom.
Zarandona and Bowen are two of 213 awarded the accolade, which includes national recognition and a $10,000 prize.

NETTLETON PRIMARY IS MOVING TO LEARN
Nettleton Elementary School received a visit from Move
to Learn Coach Larry Calhoun during the fall 2016 semester.
Calhoun, who directs the Move to Learn program for the
Mississippi Department of Education, spends the year traveling
across the state to encourage students to get up and move. During
school visits, Calhoun leads exercise demonstrations to refocus
or energize students during long lessons. While at Nettleton,
Calhoun led classes in group dances and demonstrations, and
the school uses Move to Learn’s recorded videos for short breaks
in their classes throughout the year.

For more information on Move to Learn, visit
www.movetolearnms.org.
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Mississippi RESIDENTS

SPEAK OUT ON EDUCATION
ESSA Listening Tour Takes Off
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Holly Holladay

T

he Every Student Succeeds

by test scores, while ESSA requires

to how ESSA will be implemented in

Act (ESSA), which was

states to use four academic factors to

Mississippi.

signed

by

measure school success: reading and

“I consistently heard positive

President Obama on December 10,

math test scores, English-language

remarks from staff after the meetings.

2015, ensured change in the country’s

proficiency test scores, high school

Specifically, staff frequently noted how

education system by allowing states to

graduation rates, and a state-chosen

informative it was to be able to hear

develop their own educational goals

academic measure for grade schools

from the diverse audience at each

and metrics. To help determine these

and middle schools. Finally, a school-

table,” explained Nathan Oakley, the

goals for Mississippi, state officials

quality factor, like college readiness

MDE executive director of elementary

toured the state meeting with parents,

or school climate and safety, can be

education. “While participants brought

educators, and other stakeholders to

added to the evaluation. However,

forth many ideas, there seemed to be a

gather their input.

states are required to give more weight

consistent focus on student outcomes.”

into

l aw

to academic factors than to the school-

Impact on the States
ESSA, which replaces much of the
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation

quality factor.

listening tour was spearheaded by
Devon Brenner, assistant to the vice

Statewide Listening Tour
implementing

president for education initiatives
ES SA,

at Mississippi State University

national education act, the Elementary

each state is required to craft a

(MSU), and Ginger Tedder, assistant

and Secondary Education Act, which

comprehensive state plan. Because

principal at Starkville High School.

was ratified in 1965 under the Lyndon B.

stakeholder engagement is a key

The meeting closely followed the

Johnson administration. The act differs

aspect of this new law, many states

framework provided by the MDE,

from NCLB in many ways, including its

have conducted listening tours in

and approximately 65 community

approach to the controversial issues of

order to facilitate focused conversation

members, educators, and students

school-rating provisions, accountability

among teachers, administrators,

from nearby MSU attended the event.

indicators, and test-participation

district personnel, parents, and

After an introduction explaining the

guidelines. Unlike NCLB, ESSA does

community members and receive

relationship between ESSA and the

not require states to apply an overall

constructive feedback on the current

State Board of Education, the attendees

rating to each school within their

state of education within their state

broke off into small groups to identify

accountability plans. Instead, states

and suggestions for important factors

and discuss characteristics of good

are expected to create their own goals,

to consider when implementing

schools and teachers.

methods for attaining these goals, and

ESSA. The Mississippi Department

a standard for measuring growth and

of Education (MDE) hosted its own

change over time.

listening tour in fall 2016 and included

passed in 2002, reauthorizes the first

Be fore

The Starkville stop of the MDE’s

While the U.S. Department of

stops in Meridian, Natchez, Cleveland,

Education provides a framework for

Tupelo, Gulfport, Jackson, Starkville,

evaluating schools, the states now

and Hernando. For those unable to

have more flexibility to determine and

attend a listening session in their area,

address their own needs than they

the MDE had an online platform in

did under NCLB. ESSA mandates that

which stakeholders could share their

states must consider factors other than

thoughts and suggestions. All together

test scores when evaluating schools.

with listening sessions and online

NCLB identified school success solely

submissions, 1,300 parents, educators,
and community members contributed
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“Everyone talked about a vision for
powerful education and shared their
ideas for good teaching and learning,”
reported Brenner. “We had great
conversation that led to people thinking
very carefully about how we measure
teachers outside of standardized tests,
and we were able to express those
ideas in an open forum. ESSA allows
states more flexibility at all levels of
education, so we need to discuss what
to do with this flexibility and how we
School Focus
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ESSA's Four Academic Factors to
Measure School Success
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can use it to our advantage. I’m excited

attending this meeting] I felt very

Feedback from the listening

to see what new measures come out of

encouraged by the number of people

tour stops has been compiled by

the feedback we have received at the

who are actively working to ensure that

the MDE and will be reviewed by

listening-tour stops.”

every student receives the education

a statewide ESSA advisory board.

he or she needs and deserves in order

Recommendations from the feedback

to be successful adults.”

will be used to help shape the future of

Future Mississippi teachers were
among the community stakeholders
who attended the meeting, and they
were eager to share their thoughts.
“After volunteering in Mississippi
schools, I have witnessed how

Taylor Rhodes, an elementary

Mississippi schools.

education major at MSU, had a

“MDE staff was excited to see

similarly positive experience at the

strong turnout at the meetings across

event.

the state. While some sessions were

some children seem to fall through

“Being a part of this meeting and

larger than others, we had a good

the cracks,” said Shelby Martin,

discussion group made me feel like

cross section of the local population

an education major at MSU. “I am

my voice was heard,” said Rhodes.

in each community,” Oakley said. “We

concerned about the number of

“Our thoughts and concerns were

encourage districts to consider hosting

students in the state of Mississippi

documented, and a lot of our questions

similar community forums to discuss

who do not receive the services they

were answered.”

other relevant educational topics at
the local level.”

need due to lack of resources. [After

For more information on ESSA, please visit mde.k12.ms.us/SSE/essa-requirements.
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PLEASANT HILL STUDENTS HARVEST
VEGETABLES FROM WHITE HOUSE GARDEN
Two students from Pleasant Hill Elementary School visited the
White House in early October to meet with President and First
Lady Obama and help the First Lady in the White House kitchen
garden. Fifth grader James Morgan and fourth grader Sydney
Campbell, along with teachers Todd Willis and Stephanie Case,
were one of 10 groups across the country invited to help harvest
the garden.
“Stephanie and I have many wonderful and talented students
from both the past and current school years,” said Willis, a
mathematics teacher. “As we looked over our list, we decided to
select one student from each eligible grade.”
The students visited the famous garden as part of the First
Lady’s Let’s Move initiative, which is run in partnership with
the United States Department of Agriculture. The Pleasant Hill
teachers selected students to participate based on their interest
in the garden the school operates. Pleasant Hill emphasizes
agricultural projects in many subjects because of agriculture’s
real-world connections.
“Agricultural concepts are an easy matchup for mathematics, English, language arts, science, and social studies,”
explained Willis. “Our agriculture projects help students master skills and develop problem-solving strategies, and we
were excited to further the students’ education with a visit to the White House.”

ALGEBRA NATION PILOTED IN MISSISSIPPI
Students across Mississippi have a new algebra resource available to them this year. Algebra Nation is piloting in 32
districts in the state during the 2016- 2017 school year. The program offers video reviews, study guides, practice tools, and
incentives for students, as well as discussion boards and other resources for parents and teachers. In October of 2016 alone,
there were over 17,000 student logins and over 30,000 “Test Yourself” questions answered. After evaluating the effectiveness
of the program, Algebra Nation may be adopted by additional school districts in Mississippi in the coming years
“I am so excited about this program. Every day that I use it, I get more and more excited,” said Laura Gaucia, a math
teacher at Long Beach High School. “I really feel like my student are making better connections with the help of Algebra
Nation. “
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Reaching

MISSISSIPPI’S
YOUNGEST SCHOLARS

Early Learning Collaboratives Expand Access to
Early Childhood Education

Left to right: Clarke County Early Learning Partnership students Mari Brooke Couch, Ava Arteaga, and Bowen Dickerson get their
hands dirty during an art activity.

School Focus
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Anne Hierholzer

T

he first few years of a
child’s life are crucial: Their
developing brains are like

sponges, soaking up the sights, sounds,
and words they encounter. In order
to capitalize on these prime learning
years, many parents send their young
children to preschool, where they
can begin to develop the skills and
knowledge they’ll need to succeed in
kindergarten.
However, for

many

parents,

Left to right: Clarke County Early Learning Partnership teacher June Rozar works
with pre-K student Casey Green.

particularly those in rural areas,
finding local, high-quality preschool
options for their children is a difficult
task. Mississippi is no exception to this
dilemma, with many communities
lacking preschool options for their
youngest residents.
Enter Mississippi’s Early Learning
Collaborative (ELC) initiative, the first
of its kind in Mississippi. Passed by
the state legislature in 2013, the Early
Learning Collaborative Act provided
resources for communities to establish,

Students and teachers at the Clarke
County Early Learning Partnership
play educational games as they rotate
through different activity centers.

Pre-K student Justin Everett works on
a literacy activity at the Clarke County
Early Learning Partnership.

expand, or support preschool offerings
for local four-year-olds.
“Prior to the implementation of
the ELCs, Mississippi had no statefunded pre-K,” explained Jill Dent, early
childhood director for the Mississippi
Department of Education (MDE). “Some
school districts used federal, local, or
other funds to support pre-K, but many
chose to use their funding for other
programs instead. The Early Learning
Collaborative Act paved the way for the
MDE to focus on early childhood.”
Interested communities submitted
applications for funding, which was
awarded on a competitive basis. The
first round of ELC awards were granted
to 11 regional collaboratives around
Winter 2017

the state in December 2013. As of the

to make their ELC a reality. All ELCs

2016-2017 school year, there were 10

are headed up by a lead partner with

ELCs operating across Mississippi,

a demonstrated capacity for providing

serving approximately 1,700 children.

quality early childhood education,

Each ELC is supported by the

such as a school district, Head Start

MDE through training and technical

center, or nonprofit organization. Lead

assistance. The MDE’s Office of Early

partners are responsible for disbursing

Childhood observes and monitors

funds and maintaining responsibility

ELC

for the program.

classrooms

each

year

to

ensure educators are implementing

Developing strong partnerships

developmentally appropriate practices.

is crucial to the success of an
ELC,

Partnering to Expand Access
Each community that receives

according

to

community

representatives in the midst of the
process.

ELC funding is required to build

“We had been working with our

partnerships between service providers

local Head Start Center since 2008,
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Left: Teacher Laura Sifuentes works with her pre-K students as they Right: Pre-K students gather during circle time to listen to
rotate through activity centers in her classroom in Ruleville, MS,
teacher Amanda King at an early learning collaborative site
part of the early learning collaborative in Sunflower County.
in Sunflower County.

sharing supplies, transportation,

there was a gap in services for four-

sites in some of the rural towns in our

and professional development,”

year-olds.

area. We’re reaching kids we might not

explained Lacia Donald, early learning

“Our

community

was

very

have been able to reach otherwise.”

coordinator for the Clarke County

supportive of our bid to apply for an

Dent believes the collaborative

Early Learning Partnership. “When the

ELC,” said Pam Thomas, director of

approach of the ELCs bears fruit even

ELC opportunity came around, our

Picayune School District’s Early Head

for children not directly enrolled in the

longstanding partnership with Head

Start. “There was a real need here,

program.

Start made it easy to collaborate.

especially among families who made

Together, we’re able to make sure all

“Though the ELCs are only funded

too much to qualify for Head Start

children have the opportunity to be

for the four-year-old children they

but not enough to pay for private

served in our community.”

serve, many three-year-old children

preschool programs. We recognized a

are benefitting by being taught in the

need among these families, and the

same classrooms as their four-year-old

ELC funding helps us fill that gap.”

peers in some locations,” Dent said.

Educators report that, by and large,
their communities were extremely
supportive of the ELC process.

Rural communities, many of which

“Teachers of other-age children also

“The support of our community has

lacked nearby early learning facilities,

have the opportunity to be included in

been outstanding,” Donald reported.

were especially appreciative of the

collaboration, training, and lesson-plan

“Everyone recognizes that the children

chance to plug their early childhood

development.”

we serve will be our future workforce.

education gap.

A Well-Rounded Day in Pre-K

Teaching them to communicate

“In Sunflower County, many of

and get along will eventually, down

our rural areas didn’t have an early

All ELCs are required by law to

the road, be key to them becoming

childhood education center,” explained

meet the 10 best-practice benchmarks

successful workers.”

LeighAnn Reynolds, director of the ELC

set out by the National Institute for

communities, the

for the Sunflower County Consolidated

Early Education Research. Created to

opportunity to create an ELC filled a

School District. “Children from those

ensure children receive quality early

gap in early childhood education. In

communities had to ride the bus to

childhood education, the benchmarks

the Picayune School District, although

pre-K programs elsewhere. With the

include higher teacher and assistant-

there were programs available for

ELC grant, we’re now able to offer

teacher qualifications, meals for

children from birth through age three,

pre-K classrooms across five different

children, low student-teacher ratios,

For

many
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2016-2017 Early
Learning Collaboratives
• Clarke County Early Learning
Partnership

feature

f

including academic, social-emotional,

“Children who can be in a full-day

and physical, all the while maintaining

learning environment as four-year-olds

a basis in play.”

get firsthand experience on interacting

In the Picayune School District,

socially with both adults and children,”

children rotate through a series of

Thomas explained. “That way, when

• Corinth-Alcorn-Prentiss Early
Learning Collaborative

learning stations. Teachers rotate with

they get to kindergarten, being in

them and talk to the children about

school isn’t new or scary.”

• McComb Community
Collaborative for Early Learning
Success

the activities they are doing, including

This observation is backed up by

daily practice writing their names,

the data: In 2016, all of Mississippi’s

learning to share about their current

ELCs reached the target readiness

• Monroe Early Learning
Collaborative

mood during circle time, and learning

score on the Kindergarten Readiness

the alphabet, types of weather, and

Assessment, which indicates whether

• Pearl River Valley Opportunity
Head Start

how to read a calendar. Outdoor

students are prepared for kindergarten.

• Coahoma County Pre-K
Collaborative

• Petal Early Learning
Collaborative

playtime is also included.

“When kids don’t attend any kind

“A big focus for us is helping our

of pre-K, they’re often overwhelmed

students learn to communicate,”

when they get to kindergarten,” Donald

• Picayune School District Early
Learning Collaborative

Thomas said. “We want our students

said. “It takes them longer to warm up

to start recognizing their friends and

and learn how to communicate, and

• Sunflower County Early
Learning Collaborative

greeting them. It’s also important for

they have to get adjusted to being in

the students to learn how to act in

a structured environment. We really

• Tallahatchie Early Learning
Alliance

different situations, like the transition

see the benefit for our students who

from being in the classroom to going

receive pre-K experience in terms of

outside to the playground.”

their preparedness for kindergarten.”

and teacher-training requirements.
The MDE conducts regular monitoring
visits to ensure each ELC is faithfully
implementing the benchmarks.
In keeping with these best-practice
benchmarks, a child’s day at an ELC
is a whirlwind of carefully planned
activities. Children rotate from activity
to activity, having fun while also
developing crucial social-emotional,
fine motor, and academic skills.
Although each ELC is responsible for
selecting its own curricula and setting
its own schedule, educators across the
board agree on a few key ingredients
that must be present in order for an
ELC to accomplish its goals.
“A strong early childhood program
needs to be well-rounded,” Reynolds
explained. “It should cover the major
areas of early childhood learning,
Winter 2017

In the Clarke County collaborative,
teachers collaborate across sites to
plan curricula and lessons, making

Looking Down the Road
M i s s i s s i p p i ’s

ELCs

have

sure to cover both academic knowledge

demonstrated success in raising

and social-emotional skills.

kindergarten-readiness scores, and

“Our teachers use the same

their classrooms are largely full to

curriculum across all our sites,”

the brim with eager young learners.

Donald said. “We cover reading and

However, challenges remain, such

math while also focusing on social-

as finding space to host new ELC

emotional learning, like following

classrooms without disrupting existing

rules, respecting personal space,

classes and providing transportation to

and working with others. We think

school for young children.

this combination really prepares our
students for success later on.”

Despite obstacles, demand for ELCs
is strong, with some reporting waiting
lists of families hoping to enroll their

Reaping the Benefits

children. In response to the program’s

The benefits of all this learning,

success and demand for its services,

educators agree, is a cohort of

the ELC program is set to expand

children that is well prepared to start

during the current fiscal year. A $1

kindergarten by the end of their year

million increase in state funding for

at the ELC.

the ELC program allowed the MDE
29
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to issue a statewide request for proposals for
new ELCs. In November 2016, the State Board
of Education approved four additional ELC
sites in the Canton, Greenwood, Grenada,
and Starkville-Oktibbeha Consolidated school
districts. Between them, the four new ELCs are
expected to serve 460 children.
Those currently participating in ELCs testify
to the benefits of being part of the program.
“The collaborative allowed us to get a
common curriculum and make sure no child
is left unserved,” Donald said. “It gave our
collaborative efforts a boost and ensures kids

Left to right: Pre-k students Mari Brooke Couch and E’laysia Pickens
work on computers during class at the Clarke County Early Learning
Partnership.

get the same opportunities no matter which
early learning site they attend. It’s really raised
the overall level of achievement.”
Educators agree Mississippi stands to reap big
dividends down the road from its investment in
early childhood education.
“We know that the earlier we expose children
to education, the better they will do down the
road,” Thomas noted. “The more we invest on
the front end, the less likely we’ll have to invest
on the back end.”

Left to right: Radricus Gaines, Aubree Sanderson, and William Allen work
on learning their letters at the Clarke County Early Learning Partnership.

GREENVILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT
LIBRARIAN HONORED
Matty Akin Elementary School librarian Barbara Rodgers in the Greenville School
District received the Peggy May Award from the Mississippi Library Association (MLA)
at the recent MLA Conference in Vicksburg. During Rodgers’ tenure as Matty Akin
Elementary School’s librarian she has tirelessly promoted reading among students
in the Greenville School District. She tutors students in reading and has worked to
procure thousands of books, which she gives to students at various school functions.
She is also the school’s Reading Fair coordinator.
The Peggy May Award was created to memorialize May’s professional
accomplishments and to recognize individuals who exemplify her outstanding
achievement in library development and/or recruitment of personnel to the library
field. Nominations are submitted to the MLA awards committee, and the award is presented during the association’s
annual conference.
School Focus
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CAMPAIGN FOR GRADE-LEVEL
READING LAUNCHES
Mississippi is putting an emphasis on achieving grade-level reading across the state by launching a statewide Campaign
for Grade-Level Reading. Mississippi will join several states across the country in the campaign that endeavors to unite
community members, businesses, nonprofits, and schools to work together to support literacy efforts. The initiative will
provide support to participating communities to strengthen their individual programs in pre-K through third grade.
“We know that not all students have access to high-quality preschool programs, and they need additional support
between kindergarten and third grade,” said Angela Rutherford, University of Mississippi director of the Center for
Excellence in Literacy Instruction. “Participating communities will have easy access to the national campaign and the
proven and promising models, programs, and strategies that have worked for students.”
The statewide initiative adds greater emphasis to grade-level reading in light of Mississippi’s Literacy-Based Promotion
Act. This state law requires that students scoring at the lowest achievement level on the Third-Grade Reading Summative
Assessment be retained in third grade, unless the student meets the good-cause exemptions specified in the law.

For more information on how to develop a community literacy program, contact Ashley Sheils,
director of the Mississippi Campaign for Grade-Level Reading, at msglreading@gmail.com or visit
www.msgradelevelreading.com.

HOUSTON SOLAR CAR DRIVES ONTO THE
BIG SCREEN
The Houston High School solar-car team will
be featured in a national engineering movie in
February 2017. The Sundancer team will be part
of Dream Big: Engineering Our World, premiering
in theaters across the nation during Engineering
Week. The team was approached by the movie’s
executive producer, Gary Chandler, before they
began the national solar-car competition in the
summer of 2016. A crew followed the Sundancer
and another team’s progress through the World
Solar Challenge to see their tactics in action. The
movie will share innovative designs and strategies

The team prepares to race in a world competition.

being developed across the country in engineering.
“All of the members of the team were extremely honored to be a part of the film,” said Keith Reese, advisor for Houston’s
solar-car team. “Most of the team members were shocked that they would have the opportunity to be a part of a major
film like this, and it’s definitely a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.”
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Student Spotlight
What is your favorite subject?

of this competition is to strengthen

every

problem-solving and design skills

chemistry class I could in high school

while encouraging careers in civil

because it’s fun and exciting. I have

engineering. Our bridge-building team

always been fascinated by studying

is also the only team in Mantachie

chemicals, their reactions, and

High School history to ever win first

chemical products. Also, I believe

place in a national competition. I am

chemistry will help me achieve my goal

very proud to have been on the team

of creating products for the betterment

that won that award. The competition

of mankind, like a self-sustaining

has taught me skills in public speaking,

microbial fuel cell.

time management, cooperative

Chemistry. I’ve

taken

learning, and written presentations, as

Who is your favorite teacher or
school employee?
John Tigner is my favorite, not only
because is he my chemistry/physics
teacher, but also because he is my
coach and mentor. He has always kept
my best interests at heart and has
always been there wanting to make
sure I succeeded. Coach Tigner is the

well as how to conduct myself within a
professional environment. For the last
five years, I have worked to encourage
other students to take part in this
competition.

What club, organization, or
sport do you enjoy participating
in most?

Greg
Cooper
Mantachie High
School senior
What jobs or careers interest
you the most?

reason I want to continue studying

Archery has taught me that hard

chemistry after high school. It is

work and a lot of practice yields

I want to work in an engineering

because of his teaching that I realized

great results. The atmosphere is very

field where I can be creative and

how much fun chemistry is and how

friendly but still competitive. Coach

innovative and utilize a chemistry

much I enjoy it. He brought chemistry

Tigner pushes each archer to do their

background. I am most interested in a

to life for me.

best and strive for 110%. I also enjoy

career that will allow me to improve

archery because you have to truly

the safety and lifestyle of humankind

focus on the technical aspects. There

by developing new products.

What accomplishment as a
student are you most proud of?
I am most proud of being the
founding member of the Mantachie
Bridge-Building Team. The purpose

“

is nothing more satisfying than letting
that arrow go and knowing that you
did everything right and scored a
perfect shot.

I am most interested in a career that will allow me
to improve the safety and lifestyle of humankind by
developing new products."
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Teacher Spotlight
How do you motivate your
students?

What’s been your greatest
success as a teacher?

Many of my interests match up to

It’s tough to choose because our

theirs: Snapchat, Facebook, music, ect.

schools are doing some great things.

I use lots of social media and electronic

I’d say it’s achieving my goal of getting

examples. For example, we did a

robots into our school. I was recently

lesson on the Olympics by primarily

funded through a Donor’s Choose

collecting information online and

request to get our school four Dash

the end product was an informative

robots. I called on everyone I knew

essay. In this I wanted to impress the

to help make this happen, and the

importance of using good grammar

community came through. We’ve had

Dekota
Cheatham

on my students, so we discussed the

them for a short time, and the students

importance of good grammar on social

come in each day so excited to see

media. We discussed the fact that, no

what they will be learning. When the

matter how right you are, you can

class is quietly buzzing, and you hear

never truly win a text argument with

[students saying], “Yesss! I got it!” or

First-year teacher
2nd-8th grade
enrichment
Philadelphia Public
School District

poor grammar. The consensus was

“Finally! I knew there was something

that if you have poor grammar, you set

wrong in this block,” it makes you feel

yourself up for failure. In this lesson,

like you are doing something right. My

I also had the district create school

students used to think I should help

Gmail accounts (or allowed students

them the minute they were stuck on

to use their personal accounts). They

something, but the robots make it

each created a Google Document

easier to encourage them to figure it

and shared it with me. I edited their

out independently. I think they are

papers and provided explanation in

finally feeling how rewarding it is to

real-time, without anyone else ever

do something for yourself.

Why did you become a teacher?
The short answer: to impact the
future. I discover new reasons each day,
but I had great teachers and wanted
to give back to my community. I feel
a social responsibility to teach others
to care about our environment, and so
I thought what better way to do that
than through education? We talk about
global impacts of our actions regularly.
Right now, we are implementing a
student-led composting campaign
with our school cafeteria waste. I’m
really excited about that!

knowing what student I was working
with. I truly believe that led to better
instruction, because my shy students
weren’t afraid to ask questions.

Do you have something you
can’t go through the day or start
the day without?
My Apple Watch. We can’t have our

What advice would you give
first-year teachers?

phones out at school so being able to
tell my watch to set a timer for “X”

I keep a journal of ideas for next year

minutes really helps keep us on track.

because I can already tell that I will

I have a different schedule each day

be doing plenty of things differently.

since I work with different grades, so

I would advise other teachers, new or

keeping up with the different recess

seasoned, to do the same.

times and lunch periods is much easier
with the smartwatch.
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Inside the Classroom
Gadgets, critters, experiments engage early
college high school students
Emile Creel

T

Photos by Emile Creel

ake one look inside Brandy
Burnett’s classroom, and
your eyes can’t decide

where to land: the class tarantula and
rats in one corner, the cell-membrane
drawing across the back wall, the
beanie-wearing skeleton up front, the
dissolving eggs against another wall, or
Burnett herself, who is always on the
move. The entire classroom encourages
students to engage and be involved.
“It keeps them active throughout the
day and looking forward to what we
will do in the next class,” said Burnett,
a biology and anatomy and physiology
teacher at the Golden Triangle Early

Brianna Fant watches as Burnett places a class rat on Isabella Sullivan’s shoulder.

College High School.
Close to Burnett’s desk stands a
skeleton topped with a Golden Triangle
Early College High School beanie.
The skeleton spends much more
time at the desk than Burnett, who
moves around the classroom helping
students with measurements, passing
out papers or markers, and answering
questions. Students are grouped at
tables with rulers, scales, and colored
pencils available to them for whatever

Tequeria Black weighs an egg after the
hard outer shell has dissolved to leave a
permeable shell.

The class’s eggs sit in various liquids to
test the permeability of the shells.

home. Named after famous scientists

she explains problems to the students.

like Charles Darwin, the rats rest

She also has a goldfish and a tarantula.

project is coming next.
Situated to one side of the room,
class pets are used during biology
lessons. Three rats call the classroom
School Focus
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Clockwise, from top left:
• The cell membrane poster that students completed when studying cells.
• One of the class rats peers out of its enclosure.
• Burnett’s class tarantula, Laverne.
• Burnett’s marker light sits on her laptop ready to be used in lessons.
“The students will occasionally hold

diffuse into the egg, changing its color.

The “marker-light” transmits

the rats, but no one has gotten Laverne,

As an additional part of the lesson,

to the Wii remote, which sends

our tarantula, out yet,” Burnett said.

students compile an example of a cell

the information back to Burnett’s

membrane, which is displayed on the

computer. With that information, she

back wall of the classroom.

can update material projected on the

Burnett’s ninth-grade biology class
studies a unit on the cell membrane,
and to bring the lesson to life, students

Another of Burnett’s innovations is

board as students work out problems

place eggs in vinegar and other

her adaptation of a smart board using

with the class. This is just another

substances to experiment with the

a Wii remote and the shell of a dry-

example of Burnett’s commitment to

process of diffusion. Students measure

erase marker with an LED light inside.

keep students involved in every step of

the eggs’ circumference and weight to

“Since we didn’t have smart boards,

monitor the growth or texture change

I wanted a way for my students to work

“I always want my class to be

substances like Coca-Cola, Gatorade,

out problems on the board that I could

interactive and engaging for students

or water make to the egg. The eggs

update from my computer,” Burnett

from start to finish,” Burnett added.

demonstrate the permeability of the

said. “So I found a way to make that

cell membrane as vinegar dissolves

happen.”

each lesson.

the shell, and the other substances
Winter 2017
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